CommunityLed Messaging
for COVID-19
Contact Tracing

Who should use this
guidebook & why?

While access to the COVID-19 vaccine starts to
expand, our work to manage and prevent the spread
of COVID-19 must continue. Contact tracing is a critical
tool in our collective approach to ending the
pandemic. By leveraging your expertise and extensive
knowledge of your community, this companion was
designed to support leaders, like yourselves, to create
a customized contact tracing messaging campaign
that is rooted in your community’s values,
motivations, and realities.
We know that customized health communications
that are rooted in the needs of affected communities
are more effective than mass campaigns. We
built this guidebook to help individual leaders,
community-based organizations, and local health
departments get the right messages out quickly.
If you are looking to build effective COVID-19
messaging materials for your community, this
guidebook is for you.

The Origins:
Guidebook
Development
In partnership with the Centers for Disease Control and the
University of Minnesota’s National Resource Center for
Refugees, Immigrants, and Migrants
&
In collaboration with the International Rescue Committee,
Migrant Clinicians Network, The Coalition for Immokalee
Workers, The Association of Refugee Coordinators, and the
Minnesota Department of Health
The guidebook was born out of a desire to equip and engage
community leaders around the U.S. to develop COVID-19
Contact Tracing materials for their Refugee, Immigrant, or
Migrant communities, and evolve communications alongside
the pandemic response. The development of this asset was
informed by our experience of creating campaigns with the
immigrant & migrant farmworker community in Immokalee,
Florida and the Congoleses refugee & migrant community in
Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas.

What you will
need to start
This guidebook will walk you through a
step-by-step process for quickly building
and testing messaging campaigns. Each
step is designed to take 30-90 minutes.

Bring together at least 3 members of your
community who bring three different perspectives
(e.g. people of different ages, different genders,
different abilities, etc.), to work through this
guidebook together to ensure messaging and
channels are relevant and feasible.

A member of the community who is able to develop
and distribute your campaign and assets created
in this guidebook. (It could be you 😄)

How it works
This guidebook was designed for you to be able to create a
campaign that works for your community in four easy steps:

Consider the current state of COVID-19 contact tracing
efforts in your community in order to set a goal

Align on appropriate and desirable language and
messages for your community

Pick 1-2 distribution channels that would work well for
your community, and your available resources

Use this set of templates to bring your campaign to life
through key visual and messaging assets

✨

This guidebook can be used ﬂexibly. You might ﬁnd that you can skip steps,
or add these activities onto an existing process already in place for
health communications.

Determine
Your Goal
Setting clear goals based on what your community
needs will ensure this campaign is appropriate for the
current state of COVID-19 contact tracing efforts in
your city or county. These considerations will include:
available infrastructure and resources, community
awareness and knowledge, and safety measures and
positivity rates.

30 minutes to 1 hour

You may use this Self Assessment Tool to determine
which goal works best for your community.
You’ll use this Gut Check Worksheet to speak with
community members.

●
●
●

A goal for your campaign
A call-to-action
Key community motivators

Determine your
community’s need
for this campaign

Ensure community
members have
workarounds to reduce the
spread of COVID-19 in the
absence of resources or
infrastructure. This might
be your goal if your
community doesn’t yet
have robust contact
tracing measures.

⁉

Build an understanding of
what contact tracing is
and is not, and what role it
has in preventing the
spread of COVID-19. This
might be your goal if
people in your community
are unaware of what
contact tracing entails.

Instill trust and
conﬁdence that drive
individuals to
action and opting in to
participate. This might be
your goal if folks in your
community understand
what contact tracing is,
but are skeptical.

If you are not sure about which goal is suitable for your community, the next page can help
you determine it with an easy Self Assessment Tool.

Self Assessment Tool

👍

👎

👍

👍

✨

👎

👎

👍

👎

Identify your
corresponding
call-to-action

Your corresponding
calls-to-action:

Your corresponding
calls-to-action:

Your corresponding
calls-to-action:

“Reduce your

“Contact tracing is a

“If you’re sick, disclose
your symptoms to
[workplace/health
department/etc] and
get tested.”

interactions with people
as much as possible until
test results come back”
“Wear a mask/use your
own utensils/keep a
distance as much as
possible if you’re unable
to self-isolate”
“If you test positive, send
a message to notify those
you’ve been in close
proximity with”

way to know who else
might need to be tested
so we can stop the
spread of COVID-19”
“Contact tracing is

anonymously notifying
contacts you’ve been in
close proximity with if
you test positive”
“Contact tracing is
anonymous. Your
identity is not shared”

“If you test positive,
isolate for 7-10 days”
“If you test positive,
and have been in close
contact with others,
allow your health
department to
anonymously
notify them.”

Conﬁrm your
campaign’s goal

2.

Gut Check Worksheet

Self Assessment Tool

Gut Check Worksheet

●
●
●
●

●

⁉

Does the goal you selected reﬂect the reality
of your community?
Do the calls-to-action make sense?
Are you conﬂicted between picking two goals?
If you put aside this guidebook, what is the
key piece of information surrounding contact
tracing that you need your community to know?
Which goal most closely aligns?
If you had one magic wish to remove any
structural barriers, what campaign goal would
most beneﬁt your community?

If you noticed hesitation in answering any of the questions in the
Self Assessment Tool, you might want to try going through it one more
time with this group to reach a consensus.

HIP
HIP

Type here ...

Type here ...

✨
Your goal might change over time. Come back to this guidebook
to tweak your messages as the goal shifts.

The Immokalee Farm
Worker Community

safety + increasing protection

“wear a mask and keep a distance
as much as possible if you’re
unable to self-isolate”
Contact tracing efforts in Immokalee, Florida
are limited. For Immokalee farm workers we set our
campaign goal to increase safety and protection while
ﬁnding workarounds for contact tracing. The main
call-to-action was around getting those who test positive
to wear a mask at home and keep their distance from
those they live with as much as possible.

Create a
Message
In this step, we’ll ﬁrst test and choose a lens that feels
appropriate for your community, ultimately selecting a
message that works broadly. Then, we’ll identify some
more speciﬁc audiences and aspirations, in order to
better customize messages for your community.

1 hour and 30 minutes

You’ll refer to the Principles for Messaging Campaigns.
You’ll use this Mash-Up Worksheet to create messages.
You’ll get Feedback on the messages you create.
You might explore unique tones with these
Fill-in-the-Blank & Application worksheets.

●

A winning message

Choose a lens to
focus your message

Mash-Up Worksheet

The collective accountability to take
care of each other because the
community is stronger when people
work as a whole.

The ability to care for someone
beyond ourselves and in turn take
action that might be less than ideal
for ourselves in service of others.

“Our collective wellbeing
is in our hands”

“Disclosing your symptoms and notifying
your contacts is an act of love”

“Contact tracing can protect our
community”

“Anyone can get COVID-19. Protect your
loved ones.”

“It’s our collective responsibility to take
care of each other.”

“A new way to love and protect your
neighbor”

Messaging Principles

CDC guidelines

Mash-Up Worksheet
😉

Your message here
______________
______________

x

Collective
Wellbeing

=

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Your message here
______________
______________

x

Love

=

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Your message here
______________
______________

x

______________
______________

=

_______________________________________
_______________________________________

✨

Sample Mash-Up

if you’re
sick, disclose
symptoms

if you’re
sick, disclose
symptoms

if you’re
sick, disclose
symptoms

x

x

x

Collective
Wellbeing

Love

bravery

=

there’s no shame in being sick.
disclose your symptoms to protect
our community.

=

our love language is honesty.
disclose your symptoms so you can
get tested

=

be a community hero by disclosing
your symptoms.

Test your messages
with your community
representatives

●
●
●
●
NOTICE
●
●

Voting Worksheet

✨

Explore your audience
and choose a tone

Fill-in the-Blank
Tone Application

Fill-in-the-Blank Worksheet
I live in __________ . I am part of the ______________________ community.
(City/Town, State)

(identify your community)

In my community, people aspire to __________, __________, and __________.

If I had to pick one thing that people might desire to achieve the most, it would
be _______________________________.
(one of the aspirations listed)

If I could have one magic wish, I would wish that _________________ could have
_____________.
(person)
My parents always told me to aspire to ____________. I teach/would teach my
children to __________.
If __________ needed help, I would drop everything to help them.
(person)

I respect __________’s opinion on almost anything.
(person)

NOW, ﬁll out this sentence.
My audience __________ aspires to __________, and therefore, the resonating
tone is __________.
Example
Audience: youth → Aspiration: make more money → tone: empowering
Audience: mothers → Aspiration: care for children → tone: nurturing
Audience: breadwinners → Aspiration: provide for their family → tone: empowering

Tone Application Worksheet

_________________________________________
________________________________________

_________________________

x

_________________________

Your modiﬁed message here
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________
________________________________________

_________________________

x

_________________________

Your modiﬁed message here
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Sample Tone Application
Worksheet
our collective wellbeing
Is important

x

empowering

Your modiﬁed message here

our collective wellbeing is in our hands

a new way to love and protect
your neighbor

x

empowering

Your modiﬁed message here

love and protect your neighbor. it’s in your hands.

HIP
HIP
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The Immokalee Farm
Worker Community
YOUR WINNING MESSAGES
MAIN MESSAGE:

do all you can to protect your loved ones.
CALL TO ACTION:

keep your distance and wear a
mask indoors if you test positive and
you’re unable to isolate.

The lens of love and protection was important to the
Immokalee farm workers. The breadwinners in the community
aspired to keep on providing for their families as much as they can during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Seeing that there weren’t enough contact tracing
efforts in the community, the calls-to-action emphasized workarounds to
reduce the spread of the virus.

Select Your
Channels
This section allows you to ﬁgure out how to best
get your messages out into the world to reach
your community.

20 minutes

You’ll use the Channel Selection Tool to, you guessed it,
select a channel.

●

A selection of distribution channels

Pick appropriate
channels for your
message

Trust:
Reach:
Accessibility:
Cost:
Synergy:

Channel Selection Tool
high reach
low cost

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

Other

HIP
HIP
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The Immokalee Farm
Worker Community

radio talk show

church announcements

The Coalition of Immokalee Workers has created a radio
station for the community and they’re the ambassador of this
community. This radio station has high reach and low cost in
this instance and would make the most sense for
this community

Bring it
to Life
An optional kit that enables your community
ambassador to bring your campaign to life whether
your channel is visual or auditory.

N/A (it’s up to you)

A Visual Design Kit for both print and digital assets
Audio Considerations for any auditory assets

●

A ready to go campaign 💥

Guidelines for
visual assets
This section of the guidebook should be used
by your community ambassador.

Head to the
Visual Kit
HERE
https://z.umn.edu/VisualKit

Guidelines for
auditory assets
Decide
○
Write
○
○
○
○
○
Invite
○
Test
○
○
Record
○
Release
○
📣
○

We hope
this guidebook
was helpful.

